Abstract-In order to use the volitional electromyography (EMG) as a control signal for the stimulation of the same muscle, it is necessary to eliminate the stimulation artifacts and the muscle responses caused by the stimulation. The stimulation artifacts, caused by the electric field in skin and tissue generated by the stimulation current, are relatively easy to eliminate by shutting down the EMG-amplifier at the onset of the stimulation pulses. The muscle response is a nonstationary signal, therefore, an adaptive linear prediction filter is proposed. The filter is implemented and for three filter lengths tested on both simulated and real data. The filter performance is compared with a conventional fixed comb filter. The simulations indicate that the adaptive filter is relatively insensitive to variations in amplitude of the muscle responses, and for all filter lengths produces a good filtering. For variations in shape of the muscle responses and for real data, an increased filter performance can be achieved by increasing the filter length. Using a filter length of up to seven stimulation periods, it is possible to reduce real muscle responses to a level comparable with the background noise. Using the shut-down circuit and the adaptive filter both the stimulation artifacts and the muscle responses can be effectively eliminated from the EMG signal from a stimulated muscle. It is therefore possible to extract the volitional EMG from a partly paralyzed muscle and use it for controlling the stimulation of the same muscle.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NDIVIDUALS who have suffered from a complete spinal cord injury (SCI) at C5-C6 cervical level have no hand function left, whereas limited reaching is often still possible by using the shoulder muscles and elbow flexors. Functional electrical stimulation (FES) gives the possibility of restoring some of the lost hand function by activation of the paralyzed muscles by electrical current pulses. Especially restoring a hand grasp will be a major benefit for these individuals and improve their possibilities in performing daily activities. Restoration of hand grasping by FES has been done with surface stimulation [1] , [2] , percutaneous electrodes [3] , [4] and with fully implanted electrodes [5] . Using surface stimulation both the BIONIC Glove [2] and the Handmaster system [6] provides a lateral pinch grip. This pinch grip is established by stimulating the finger and thumb flexor muscles, and hand opening is provided by stimulating the wrist and finger extensors.
The common control strategy is to enable the user to modify the stimulation intensity applied to the paralyzed muscles by activating a motor function which is under voluntary control. The control implementations proposed in literature are numerous. Mechanical systems have been proposed, where the user uses a motor function under voluntary control to handle a joystick [2] , [7] . For C4 tetraplegics, who have only very limited motor function, a voice controlled system [1] and a respiration controlled system [3] have been proposed.
As an alternative to the mechanical control systems, several authors have proposed to use the EMG-signal for controlling the neural prosthesis [4] , [8] - [15] . Several requirements must be fulfilled for using the EMG as a control signal:
• the control muscle must be under at least some voluntary control; • the control muscle should not be active during other normal upper extremity functions and thereby trigger unwanted stimulation; • the stimulation should not interfere with the recorded signal. These requirements have often resulted in systems where the EMG from proximal muscles has been used to stimulate more distal muscles. For example, the sternocleidomastoid muscles have been used to control hand opening and closing, since they are easy to activate and they do not have an increased activity during grasping and reaching in tetraplegic individuals [4] , Fig. 1 . Block diagram of the control strategy. The EMG is detected by surface electrodes from a stimulated partly paralyzed muscle. By processing it through a blanking circuit and an adaptive filter the stimulation generated artifacts and muscle responses are eliminated and a residual signal can be extracted. This signal is related to the volitional EMG and can be used to determine the stimulation intensity applied to the same muscle. [15] . But also the trapezius muscle has been used to control the stimulation of the opposite forearm [8] .
By eliminating the influence from the stimulation on the recorded signal it is possible to use the EMG from muscles located near to the stimulated muscles. For example the EMG from the wrist extensor muscles has been used to control the stimulation of the finger and thumb flexors in order to obtain a stronger tenodesis grip [14] .
The end goal of this study is to establish a lateral pinch grip (or key grip) in C5-C6 tetraplegics using surface stimulation. This can be achieved by a wrist extension by stimulating mm. extensor carpi radialis longus/brevis and making use of the tenodesis effect. The tenodesis effect is a passive finger flexion and thumb adduction, due to the shortening of the tendons caused by the extension of the wrist. The lateral pinch grip can thus be established by stimulating only one muscle. Since the tenodesis grip is a passive grasp, additional grasp force can be generated by also stimulating the thumb flexors.
The wrist extensor muscles are innervated from the fifth-seventh cervical spinal cord segments, a C5-C6 lesion will therefore often result in only partly paralyzed wrist extensor muscles. The individuals will typically have some voluntary control of these muscles, but usually not enough to provide a function or even to perform wrist movements. Still the volitional EMG activity can be detected and used for controlling the stimulation of the same muscles as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The idea is to record the EMG signal from the stimulated muscle and to extract a residual signal, which can be interpreted as a desire for a certain muscle contraction. Appropriate stimulation parameters can then be calculated and applied to the same partly paralyzed muscle. In this way an EMG-controlled lateral pinch grip can be obtained, which can be used for activities of daily living.
This control strategy has several advantages.
• Since the user activates the same muscles as being stimulated, it might result in a natural way for the user to control his/her neural prosthesis. • There is no requirement to the degree of voluntary muscle force the patient must generate. Only that some voluntary control persist.
• No mechanical transducer has to be mounted and in a future version the recording and stimulating electrodes can be the same. This might ease mounting of the system and make the final design more cosmetically acceptable. Two types of artifacts usually exist in the EMG-signal from an electrically stimulated muscle as illustrated on Fig. 2 . Stimulation artifacts and muscle responses. A typical time course of an EMG-signal dominated by stimulation artifacts is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The stimulation artifacts are due to the electric field in the tissue and skin generated by the stimulation current. In Fig. 2(b) is shown a typical time course of an EMG-recording, where the stimulation artifacts has been removed by a blanking circuit. This signal is dominated by muscle responses (or M-waves). The muscle response is due to the simultaneous activation of many motor units caused by the stimulation. For comparison a typical time course of the voltional EMG from a tetraplegic individual is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The magnitude of the stimulation artifacts can be more than a magnitude larger than the muscle response, which again can be more than a magnitude larger than the volitional EMG.
This paper focus on the task of removing the artifacts evoked by the stimulation in the recorded EMG-signal in order to extract a residual signal, which can be related to the volitional muscle activity and used for controlling the stimulation. The stimulation artifacts are eliminated by an analog blanking circuit, whereas a well-known adaptive filtering technique is proposed for the suppression of the muscle responses.
II. METHODS
The control strategy illustrated in Fig. 1 has been implemented in a system consisting of an EMG-amplifier with a blanking circuit, a constant-current stimulator and a user interface. The system is build up around an ADSP-21020 digital signal processor, which handles the signal processing and controls both the blanking circuit and the stimulator [16] .
A. Eliminating the Stimulation Artifact
The stimulation artifacts can effectively be eliminated by shutting down the amplifier at the onset of the stimulation pulses. This principle has been demonstrated previously [14] , [17] . Therefore an EMG-amplifier with a switch system was implemented as illustrated on Fig. 3 . Notice, that the stimulation electrodes are placed along the muscle fiber direction to increase selectivity, and the recording electrodes are placed symmetrically around these across the muscle. This electrode configuration will assist in suppression the stimulation artifacts, due to the differential recording technique [13] . The recorded EMG signals may therefore also contain contributions from other muscles and do not reflect the same physiological parameters as if the electrodes were aligned along the fibers. This electrode configuration is the only practical possibility in the present system. But in future versions, the recording and stimulating electrodes will be the same and aligned along the fiber direction.
The input stage of the EMG-amplifier consists of a differential amplifier with FET-transistors at the input with a gain of approximately 20 times and with an active ground system, which forces the common mode signal back to the patient. This reduces 50 Hz noise and increases the overall commonmode rejection ratio ( 80 dB). The input stage is followed by the switch configuration, which connects the output stage to ground at the onset of the stimulation pulses. The switch is controlled by the signal processor and the blanking time is adjustable by the operator. In order to reduce switching noise a Bi-CMOS switch (PC74/HCT4053) is used due to its short switching time (typically, 23 ns.) and low parasitic capacities ( 8 pF). It is possible to reduce the switching noise to a level comparable with the background noise which is approximately 4 V measured at the electrodes. The overall amplifier has an adjustable gain of up to approximately 88 dB and 3 dB corner frequencies 10 and 1500 Hz. Fig. 4 shows an example of the effect of the shut-down circuit where the blanking is extended 1 and 5 ms after the end of the stimulation pulses. Both blanking times are capable of removing enough of the stimulation artifacts to avoid overloading of the amplifier. Increasing the blanking time will further reduce both the amount of stimulation artifacts and muscle responses. In order to obtain as many samples as possible containing information of the volitional EMG, it is desirable to have a short blanking time. The blanking time should therefore be as short as possible, but still large enough to ensure that the amplifier is not overloaded. The optimal blanking time will typical depend on the stimulation intensity and electrode position, and in a practical situation it should be set with a proper margin to avoid overload.
B. Suppression of Muscle Responses
The muscle response can in some cases extend for an entire stimulation period especially when high-stimulation frequencies are used. Therefore it can not be eliminated only by extending the blanking time. Some authors have assumed the muscle responses to be stationary and therefore use fixed comb filters [12] , [13] . But the muscle response is clearly a nonstationary signal, since it depends on many factors, such as: Stimulation intensity, position of both stimulating and recording electrodes, limb position, fatigue, the contraction level of the muscle, etc. (see [18] ). Therefore, an adaptive filter solution is proposed based on observations of the muscle responses. Typical recorded muscle responses from a tetraplegic individual where 20 Hz stimulation was applied with linear increasing amplitude until maximum contraction, are shown in Fig. 5 .
By observing a number of consecutive muscle responses, within a time window of less than 500 ms, two observations can be noted.
• The amplitude of the muscle responses can exhibit relatively large variations from one stimulation period to another. Due to the steep recruitment curve only moderate changes in stimulation amplitude can cause large variations in the amplitude of the muscle responses. The rate can be more than 0.2 V/A measured at the electrodes.
• The shape of the muscle responses exhibits only moderate and relative slow variations within the observed time window. The variations in shape are mainly due to the relatively slow limb movements and to changes in the contraction level of the muscle. Due to modulation of the stimulation amplitude, the variations in amplitude of the muscle responses are relatively fast compared to the variations in shape. A well-known adaptive linear prediction filter 1 [19] , which is insensitive to these variations in amplitude, is therefore proposed as illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The filtering idea is to divide the input signal, , into frames each consisting of -samples. By choosing as the ratio of the sampling frequency to the stimulation frequency it can be obtained that the muscle responses are aligned identically in each frame. The present frame is then 1 The filter uses a block-wise adaption method instead of a gradient method. The input to the filter is the blanked EMG signal. N is the ratio of the sampling frequency to the stimulation frequency. M is the filter length.
predicted from a linear combination of foregoing frames. If the prediction is good enough, subtracting the predicted frame from the present frame will leave a residual signal where the muscle response has been eliminated. Each time samples have been recorded, the optimal filter coefficients are determined and output samples are calculated. The filter thus adapts to the signal variations at a rate equal to the stimulation frequency (typically, 20-30 Hz).
In the following it is assumed that the input signal can be written as a sum of the muscle responses and the volitional EMG:
. The volitional EMG is assumed to be a band-limited Gaussian signal. This is a reasonable approximation, when the number of active motor units exceeds 15 [20] . (See Section IV for further discussion.)
The output of the filter is given by
Letting denote the vector containing the samples of the th previous recorded frame, the predicted present output frame can then be written as (2) If an optimal filtering is performed and all of the muscle responses are eliminated, the power of the present output frame will have its minimum value. Notice that only the samples in the interval are considered, whereas no assumptions are made about the data outside this interval. This is also known as the covariance method for data windowing [19] . The optimal filter coefficients are updated after each frame (or after samples) and can be found by a usual leastsquare algorithm [19] where the output energy of the present frame is minimized with respect to the filter coefficients for (3) It can be shown [19] that this function has only one minimum and no maxima. The least-square algorithm (3) will therefore always give an unique optimal solution. The output energy of the present frame is given by (4) Minimizing this function with respect to the th filter coefficient gives for (5) for (6) Equation (6) can be written more conveniently on matrix form 
Notice that (7) has the same structure as a the normal equations for a linear least-square filter using the covariance method for data windowing. It just operates on vectors instead of single samples [19] .
Assuming that the filter removes all the muscle responses and that the volitional EMG is band-limited Gaussian noise, the power of the output signal is given by out (9) where is the power of the volitional EMG in the th frame. It is assumed that the power of the volitional EMG is constant in the frames. A proper scaling of the output signal will then result in a residual signal where the power is independent of the filter coefficients and with the same rms-value as the volitional EMG (10) The normal equations (7) for up to six are solved in real time on a ADSP-21020 digital signal processor. A LUdecomposition is performed using Crout's method followed by forward-and backsubstitution [21] .
C. Simulated Data
When recording the EMG from a stimulated muscle it is not possible prior to the filtering to separate the signal components generated by the stimulation and the components generated by the voluntary muscle contraction. Therefore, when evaluating the filter performance, the evaluation will depend not only of the filter performance, but also on the power of both the muscle responses and the volitional EMG. It is therefore not possible, using real EMG-recordings, to compare the filter performance for different input signals. Using simulated data it is possible to calculate a filter performance measure, which only reflects the performance of the filter.
The variations in the muscle responses during an increase in stimulation amplitude could be described as a variation in amplitude and a variation in shape (see Fig. 5 ). Based on observations from a number of real muscle responses, it was found that a real muscle response could be simulated as an exponentially damped sinusoid, where a scaling parameter simulates variations in amplitude and exponential time constant simulates variations in shape. The volitional EMG was simulated as additive band-limited Gaussian noise ( ). The th frame of the recorded EMG was thus simulated as for (11) was set to 111 samples corresponding to a sampling frequency of 3.333 kHz and a stimulation frequency of 30 Hz. The parameter, , is a scaling parameter determining the amplitude of the th muscle response and is a parameter determining the shape. Choosing and gives a power ratio of the noise signal to the simulated muscle response of approximately 32 dB and also gives a simulated muscle response which is significantly larger than the noise signal in the entire stimulation period. Compared to real signals, these values can be regarded as a worst case situation. To simulate variations in amplitude and shape of the muscle responses, both parameters were set to a new value at the onset of each frame. The new values were calculated as a random number in a symmetrical range around the fixed value.
Both the pure noise signal, , and the mixed signal, , were processed through the filters and a muscle response index (MRI) was defined and calculated both at the input (MRI ) and at the output (MRI ) of the filter MRI (12) MRI (13) where index and denote the signal at the input, respectively, at the output of the filter. When a perfect filtering is performed and all of the muscle responses are eliminated, will be a Gaussian signal with the same power as . A perfect filtering will therefore result in a MRI of 0 dB.
D. Real Data
The filters were also tested on real muscle responses obtained from the wrist extensor muscles of two tetraplegic individuals and one healthy individual. During a normal grasping task, the muscle responses will mainly be modulated due to variations in the stimulation amplitude and due to limb movements as the electrodes are displaced relative to the muscle and the muscle properties change. The filters should therefore be tested during modulations in stimulation current and during limb movements. The ladder was not practical possible in the two tetraplegic individuals. These measurements were therefore carried out on a healthy individual. The first tetraplegic individual (SCI 1) had an incomplete C5-lesion, whereas the second tetraplegic individual (SCI 2) had a complete C5-lesion. Both individuals had wrist extensor muscles of strength 2.
From each individual a set of input signals were generated and processed through each of the filters. Biphasic stimulation was applied to the m. extensor carpi radialis brevis through two 30 mm diameter round shape felt pad electrodes (Jožef Stefan Institute, Slovenia). The electrodes were soaked in plain water and mounted with velcro straps along the muscle. The maximum stimulation intensity was set to give a full extension of the wrist. The EMG signals were recorded using three disposable, self-adhering ECG-electrodes (Blue Sensor, MEDICOTEST A/S, Denmark) with 1 cm diameter round shape recording area. Electrode paste was used to establish a good skin contact. The two recording electrodes were mounted across the muscle, symmetrical to the stimulating electrodes (cf., Fig. 3 ). The ground electrode was positioned arbitrarily on the wrist. The EMG-signals were recorded and blanked with the EMG-amplifier (Fig. 3) with a post blank time of 5 ms. The gain was adjusted to give a maximum output voltage of 5 V and the output was sampled at 3.333 kHz using an analog and digital I/O-board (DT2811, Data Translation Inc., MA,) in a conventional IBM-compatible PC. The filterings were performed in MATLAB.
For all three individuals, data sets were generated with stimulation applied as a 3 s increasing ramp followed by a 3 s decreasing ramp. From the healthy individual also data sets were generated during forearm movements. Three forearm movements were chosen arbitrarily: an elbow flexion from fully extended to fully flexed elbow, forearm supination from a position with the palm of the hand on the table to fully On real data it is not possible to calculate the MRI measures in (12) and (13) , since the volitional EMG cannot be separated from the recorded signal and processed alone through the filters. Instead, the power reduction PR is defined as the ratio of the input power to the output power PR (14) For a perfect filtering PR approaches the ratio of the power of the recorded signal to the power of the volitional EMG. The PR depends of the input signal and the values for the filters should only be compared for the same input signal.
III. RESULTS
Adaptive filters with , , and have been evaluated and compared with a fixed comb filter with and on both simulated and real data obtained from both healthy and tetraplegic individuals.
A. Simulation
The simulated results are summarized in Table I where both and are exposed to random variations symmetrical around the fixed value. The variations ranged from 0 to 100% of the fixed value. Simulations were carried out with variation applied either to the amplitude or to the shape of the muscle responses and with variations to both parameters. Since the filters need to record frames before an optimal prediction can take place, MRI and MRI are only calculated after a start-up phase of seven frames. On the following figures, only the filterings after the start-up phase are shown. When no variation is applied, all the muscle responses are identical. In this case both the fixed and adaptive filters perform a perfect filtering.
When applying variation to the amplitude of the muscle responses, the fixed filter has a poor performance, since it cannot accommodate for the variations, whereas all the adaptive filters show a very good performance even for large variations. An example of amplitude variation of up to 50% is shown in Fig. 7 . Notice that the filter removes most of the muscle responses, but some low-frequency components are still left. An improvement in performance can be obtained by increasing the filter length and for the muscle responses are almost entirely eliminated.
When applying variation to the shape, both the fixed and the adaptive filter show a decreasing performance. But using or adaptive filters still give a good performance even for large variations. An example of the filtering is shown in Fig. 8 with up to 40% variation in . Notice that the and filters both are capable of reducing the muscle response to the same levels as the noise signal, whereas considerable artifacts are still left after the fixed filtering and the adaptive filtering. Arbitrary units on the ordinate.
Applying simultaneous variations in both amplitude and shape decreases the performance of the adaptive filter, whereas the filter still has a very good performance. Examples of variations of up to 50% in amplitude together with up to 50% variation of are shown in Fig. 9 . In most cases the filter performs well, but if a muscle response is encountered, which can not be adequately matched by the three previous frames (e.g., from sample 900 to 1000) the filtering will be poor. The filter is still capable of producing a reliable prediction, since it can use up to six previous frames in the prediction.
Notice that even for very large variations in both amplitude and shape an effective filtering can be obtained by using a adaptive filter.
B. Real Data
The results from the filtering of the real data sets are summarized in Table II . Notice that the adaptive filter performs almost equal as the fixed filter, but in no cases the fixed filter is performing better than the filter. In all the cases an increased power reduction can be obtained by increasing the filter length. For example, using a adaptive filter can give an improvement in PR of up to 8.5 dB compared with the fixed filter. A further increase in filter length to can give an additional improvement of up to 5.6 dB. The average improvement in power reduction relative to the fixed filter is shown in Fig. 10 . For these input sets only a very slight improvement is achieved by using a adaptive filter instead of the fixed filter. But increasing the filter length to gives an average improvement in power reduction of 4.7 dB and a further increase to
gives an average improvement of 7.6 dB. Fig. 11 shows an example where 30 Hz constant stimulation is applied to a healthy subject, while performing a fast forearm pronation. The fixed and adaptive filters both remove most of the muscle responses, but still in many instances artifacts much larger than the volitional EMG are left in the output signal. Increasing the filter length reduces both the number of artifacts and their amplitude, and for M=6 only a few artifacts are slightly larger than the volitional EMG.
An example of filterings from a tetraplegic individual is shown in Fig. 12 . A 20-Hz stimulation was applied as a negative ramp, while the individual was asked to keep his wrist extensor muscle relaxed. Again, a more effective muscle response elimination can be obtained by increasing the filter length. Notice that the adaptive filter in most cases is capable of reducing the muscle response to a level comparable with the background noise. Similar results were obtained by filtering of the three other data sets from tetraplegic individuals, where only occasional artifacts are present in the output signal.
IV. DISCUSSION
The operation of the adaptive filters are based on scaling previous muscle responses to match the present muscle response optimally. When applying variations to the amplitude of the muscle responses only, a scaling of one previous frame is needed to make a perfect match of the present frame. In theory the adaptive filter performances should be insensitive to variations in amplitude and independent of the filter length. The simulations confirm that the adaptive filters all perform very well even for large variations of the amplitude, and only a small improvement in filter performance can be achieved by increasing the filter length.
When variations are applied to the shape of the muscle responses, the adaptive filters "search" the previous frames to find combinations of muscle responses matching the present muscle response. The chance of success is increased with the number of previous frames to "search" through. Therefore the filter performance will in general increase with increasing filter length. This is demonstrated in both the simulations and in the filtering of real data. In all cases an improved performance can be achieved by increasing the filter length.
If the filtering eliminates all the muscle responses, the output signal will be a weighted average of the volitional EMG's from frames. Therefore increasing the filter length will also increase the time delay of the system. For example stimulating with 20 Hz and using a adaptive filter will give an averaging time of 350 ms. In order to use the adaptive filters in a practical system, the time delay should not exceed 500 ms [9] .
Also the start-up phase is affected by the filter length and will in general have a duration of frames. A special start-up strategy has been implemented to limit the duration of the start-up phase: After recording the first two frames, a adaptive filtering is performed. When a new frame is recorded, the filter length is incremented by one and a adaptive filtering is carried out. This is continued until the final filter length has been reached. By using this strategy the start-up phase can be reduced to two frames (e.g., 100 ms for 20 Hz stimulation), but the filtering in this phase will not be optimal since the filter length is reduced.
In Section II-B it was assumed that the volitional EMG signal could be regarded as a band-limited Gaussian noise signal. This is only a good approximation if the number of active motor units is large ( 15) [20] , [22] . For the muscle activity of a partly paralyzed muscle, this might not be the case. If there exists a cross-correlation between the volitional EMG of the present frame and the volitional EMG of any of the other frames, the adaptive filters might also adapt to this correlation. In this case, the filter will try not only to eliminate the muscle responses, but also the parts of the volitional EMG where the correlation exits. Notice, to avoid this effect it is only required, that the volitional EMG of the regarded frames are mutually uncorrelated, whereas the volitional EMG within a frame can be a correlated signal. In a practical system this effect might reduce the power of the control signal and must be considered.
In a practical situation the choice of filter length will therefore be a compromise of choosing a large enough filter length to obtain a good muscle response suppression and on the other hand to have a noncritical time delay and to avoid adaption to the volitional EMG, and thereby obtain as powerful control signal as possible.
The performance of the adaptive filters are mainly determined by the variations in shape of the muscle responses within the observed -frames. During a grasping task several events will contribute to the variations in the muscle responses: changes in muscle length, contraction level and shortening velocity, fatigue and a displacement of the electrodes relative to the muscle. If these changes are slow compared to the adapting rate of the filter (typically, 20-30 Hz), the filter accommodates for these changes and the output is unaffected. Occasionally, these variations occur at a rate comparable with the adapting rate. In these cases the present muscle response may be too different in shape from any of the previous muscle responses. In this situation the adaptive filter is not capable of producing a good result and an artifact will be present in the output signal. An example of this is seen in Fig. 12 where all the filterings leave an artifact in the output signal at app. 700 ms.
It is possible that the stimulation in addition to the muscle response also evokes synchronized reflex activations (e.g., Hwaves). If this activation is synchronized with the stimulation, they will occur identically aligned in each frame of the input signal. In this case the filter will adapt also to these artifacts and try to eliminate them. But since the artifacts must be present in at least two frames before a filtering can occur, an artifact will be present in the output signal the first time the reflex is activated. Reflex activity occuring unsynchronized with the stimulation will cause artifacts in the output signal.
The evaluation of the volitional EMG should be designed, so that it is insensitive to artifacts occurring in the output signal due to inadequate filtering. A solution could be to calculate the rms-values of the volitional EMG from a number 2 previous frames and then use the median rms-value for controlling the stimulation. In this way an inadequate filtering in frames can be tolerated, before it will have an effect on the calculation of the stimulation intensity. 2 P must be an odd number.
A preliminary study has shown that it is possible to use this system to extract the volitional EMG from a partly paralyzed muscle, which is being electrically stimulated, and use it for controlling the stimulation of the same muscle [23] . The type of control which can be realized depends mainly on the strength of the partly paralyzed muscles. For weak muscles only an on/off-control or a simple finite state control might be realized, whereas for stronger muscles proportional control is possible.
Even though the neural prosthesis is controlled in a natural way it is still an unnatural task for the user to change the volitional muscle activity when stimulation is present. Especially, relaxation of a stimulated muscle has shown to be difficult and requires special attention from the user. The test individuals in the preliminary study all had the impression that this is a task which is relatively easy learned.
On basis of the data obtained from two tetraplegic subjects, the proposed adaptive filtering technique showed a very promising performance. It was capable of effectively eliminate most of the muscle responses with only occasional artifacts left in the output signal. In order to make a final judgment of the efficiency of the proposed method, the filter should be tested on a larger population of tetraplegic individuals.
V. CONCLUSION
To be able to use the volitional EMG as a control signal for the stimulation of the same muscle, the artifacts and the muscle responses caused by the stimulation must be effectively eliminated. The stimulation artifacts are easily removed by a blanking circuit, shutting down the EMG-amplifier at the onset of the stimulation pulses. Due to the duration and the nonstationary nature of the muscle responses also an adaptive filter solution is necessary. Therefore an adaptive linear prediction filter is proposed.
The adaptive filters effectively eliminate the muscle responses and leave a signal with the same power as the volitional EMG. Adaptive filtering for three filter lengths has been tested on both simulated and real data and compared with a conventional fixed comb filter. In general an improved filter performance can be achieved by increasing the filter length. An adaptive filter with length equal to seven stimulation periods were capable of reducing most of the muscle response to a level comparable to the background noise.
Using the blanking circuit and the adaptive filters it is possible to extract the weak volitional EMG from a stimulated partly paralyzed muscle, and use it for controlling the stimulation of the same muscle.
